Mixed Fir Wreaths (Noble pine, Juniper, Pinecones)
There’s nothing like the smell of fresh holiday pine.
Our mixed fir wreaths are a combination of the popular noble pine, juniper and pinecones, ready for your favorite holiday trimmings. They are dipped in a safe product that help preserve freshness and the lovely pine fragrance.

Prices
20” Mixed fir Wreath  17.00 each
28” Mixed fir Wreath  25.00 each

Poinsettias That Last
Armstrong-grown poinsettias are known for their ability to be long lasting, beautiful plants. They are grown in climate controlled conditions and delivered directly from our greenhouses to your door for freshness that lasts and lasts.

Prices
Red Poinsettias in 6-inch pots. 10.00 each
Red Poinsettias in 8-inch pots. 25.00 each